
DCBGp: Sherborne, at the Somerset & Dorset Family History 
Society: Wednesday 3 February, 2016 

A meeting attended by John Childs, Mark Ford, Graham Hoddinott, Andrew Morgan, 
David Reid, Chris Slade and Laurence Taylor.  Guest ‘attender’ James Bond, 
Somerset-based landscape historian and geographer.  
  
Apologies John Newbould and Robin Walls  

Introduction  
Several ideas were mooted for our indoor February meeting this year.  With apologies 
sent by DCM archaeologist Clare Randall (a meeting yet to be arranged) John 
Newbould kindly came up with the idea of contacting the Hardy Society as to add a 
literary element to the DCB project.  Chairman Helen Lange expressed great interest 
in this but requested a longer time period for preparation.  (Another meeting we look 
forward to arranging).   

Thus it was KB re-invited James Bond who was unable to join us for our last 
December’s Mincepie meeting having in mind to meet up in the village hall at Trent 
on the Somerset border where Susan Shaw has done a lot of work on the history of the 
parish.  The hall was, however, already booked for 3 February – and thus it was we 
assembled in the upstairs meetings room of the Somerset and Dorset Family History 
Society just outside the Sherborne Abbey gateway.  

Ten years . . . publication both paper and digital  
A literally ‘round the table’ meeting which took as its theme those ‘Ten years with the 
Dorset County Boundary Group.’  Warmly welcomed, James had earlier noted that 
rather than give a paper, he would much like to learn more about this interesting 
Dorset field project.  Thus it was KB made a selection of images, maps and photos to 
share with him and which, as it were, took us all on a virtual tour of the project 
prompting observations and comment.  Most notably those concerned with furthering 
the national [paper] publication of both our recording methodology led by Robin 
Walls and those wider historico-geographical insights learned over these ten years 
and, of no less importance, the digital ‘publication’ of our archive as a complementary 
part of a DNHAS website.  As we noted to James, those [paper] HRFs compiled 
during field meetings are deposited in the History Centre and those reports written up 
following field meetings, along with a range of other material, not least that 
photographic, is entered in the digital Common Room by Mark Ford who has both set 
up and managed that ‘evolving’ digital record from the very beginning of the project 
which from 2010 was also assigned a layer of the DCC Dorset Explorer on which to 
display, and make publicly available for download, our completed HRFs.  Mark 
explained that for technical reasons the Common Room cannot be hosted by the 
Museum’s website so it will need considerable redesign and John Childs has kindly 
agreed to undertake that. The Common Room will not be further developed but will 
remain available until its replacement is finally established.   



Bournemouth University interest  
Following the CIA Conference in Wimborne last September hosted by EDAS, the 
project has attracted the interest of the BU CAA [Archaeology and Anthropology] 
Dept.  Just the evening before the Sherborne meeting KB noted that she had attended 
a BU seminar chaired by Prof Tim Darvill given by Mark Maltby ‘Beyond the Ivory 
Towers: research impact and outreach.’ An evening also attended by Hayley Roberts 
engaged on a PhD relating to community archaeology projects who accompanied us 
on our October Alderholt field meeting.  The speaker observed that ‘You all need a 
website now’ prompting discussion afterwards about the DCB project being made 
‘accessible’ as one of the ‘layers’ of the proposed University CAA Dept site.  
Reference was also made to the Archaeology Data Service, the ADS.  KB has been 
invited to give a seminar paper on Tuesday 26 April.  

Points raised – matters arising – SLS and DNHAS  
Further to the publication of papers with the Society for Landscape Studies, KB has 
been in touch with Della Hooke, Editor, who invites our contributions for the end of 
September; this year’s two volumes are already fully ‘booked.’  

Further to that ‘taking forward’ of those links with the DNHAS by strange 
coincidence KB returned home to find a letter from Jon Murden, DCM Director – 
complemented by an e-mail.  He apologised for taking so long to get back in touch.  
KB has e-mailed our thanks, and noted that we will respond as soon as we reasonably 
can.  The bullet points below require careful thought – and phrasing.  He writes: 

‘I am writing to follow up on the meeting regarding the Dorset County Boundary 
Survey (DCBS) that took place last year involving you, Robin Walls, Clare Randall, 
Peter Down and myself.  

My understanding from this meeting was that I would draft a Terms of Reference 
laying out and formalising the relationship between the DNHAS and the DCBS, but in 
order to do this I would first need you to supply a research project design for the 
DCBS. 

He then set out what is needed to compose those Terms of Reference, that ‘research 
project design’ namely: 

• The DCBGroup Aims and Objectives 
• Methodology  
• Means and modes of dissemination  
• Internal project management/governance structure  
• A clear project timescale 

It is suggested that those of us most interested here should meet up informally at the 
New Inn, West Knighton as on previous occasions and make a serious start at this 
exercise.   



Noting too, that the actual tenth anniversary of the launch of the project at the History 
Centre is the 7 April which perhaps gives us a date to aim for . . .  This (as it happens) 
is also just one day after our first field trip of 2016 to that Dorset/Somerset Landshire 
Lane.  And, as John Newbould, co-founder of the project has already suggested, that 
we should also be thinking about meeting up for supper somewhere.  

Thanks once again to everyone for another enjoyable meeting – errors and omissions 
hopefully not too many – and looking forward to our next field meeting – Wednesday 
6 April. 
  
Katherine Barker      Sherborne, 11 February 2016 
       katherinebarker@lanprobi.org.uk


